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CHAPTER-V 

. . 

CONCLUSION 

So far as Indian theories of perception are concerned the ·Advaita 

theory of perception is of peculiar in nature due to having a specific type of 

presuppositions admitted by them. As the world is covered by 
,.-- . 

Consciousness, each and every object is nothqing but the manifestation of 
......... 

the same. Though the Consciousness is one, its various forms are imagined 

as the limiting adjuncts of the same Consciousness. As there are limiting 

adjuncts of the- Consciousness, the amalgamation of the two or three types 

of consciousness gives rise to the perceptuality of knowledge of an object 

and the percep.tuality of the object. When one adjunct of Consciousness is 

merged with another type, it gives rise of pereeption in the Advaita Vedanta. 

When Pramanacaitanya and Visayacaitanya are amalgamated keeping 
• • (\....- f'\..,..o. 

Pramat!caitanya aside, it is ~lied jnanagatapratyak~a due to having jnatr-

jneya-bhava (knoWer-known-relationship) in ths cognition. When Pram ana . ~ 

and Visaya-caitanya are merged in the knower or Pramata, it is called . - . . . 

visayagatapratyaksa. In this case self or knower is completely identified with 
" . . . 

the ·object leading to the knower-known'-relationship. This type of perception 
' . . 

is peculiar ih the sense that they think the 'objectified subject' or 'subjectified 

objecr is the case of percepti()ll. This perception is in the sense of sa~sivedya 

or realisation of self in the object. 
.· I - -

· The indeterminate perception or nirvika/paka pratyak~a is accepted 
- . - ., . 

in the recognitive cognitions like 'This is that Devadatta' (Soyam devadatta~) 

or 'That art thou' ( Tattvamas1) on account of the fact that it does not reveaJ 

the relation between the two i.e., this and that Devadatta or That and thou. 

-It has been interpreted by the Advaitins that the sentence conveys the sense 

the Oevadatta exists in Devadatta himself or an individual Self axists in himself 

in the form· of Brahman. But they do not admit relation between t'INo by the 

term - 'vaisi?tyimavagahi'. If the meaning of the afore-said sentences are 
'· ~ 
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pondered upon,. it wm be revealed that these are not actually relation-free. 

In other words,_like other components the relation _is also revealed in such . 

cases due to the following reasons. First,_ how do we know that Devadatta · 

·exists in himself without the assumption of the relation of identity between' 

· them ? Any type .of recognitive cognition presupposes the relation of identity 

(at least in the sense of similarity) between two eXisting earlier and present 

time. To the Advaitins identity or. tadatmya is the . vital relation in the 

phenomenal cognition. In fact, they admit t8datmyain the places where there 

is a part and whole relation (avavaya-avayavibhava-sambandha)~ quality 

and the possessor of the attribute (gwyagunibhavasambandha) etc. In fact, . 
in these cases,. the Vai/esikas would accept samavaya or inherence as a . . 

relation. Hence tadatmya has very often been accepted by them as a relation. 

In the cases cited above there must be a relation of identity ( tadatmya) in the 
. thtANV 

sense of similarity between. That is why, the recognitive cognition is possible. 
. 1\. 

Seeondly, though there is no absolute identity between this Devadatta and 

·that Devadatta or an individual being and Brahman, there must be an 
essential identity (svarupatadatmya) between them. Othewise, the sentences 

could not have provided the intended meaning. Lastly, the cognition coming 

.. through the sentenCes are called relational in character as it is sentential in 

nature. A sentence becomes meaningful if there is a word, its meaning and 

their relation. It may again be asked whether in the words and their meaning 

there is viicya-vacaka-bhava(i.e. expressor-expressed relationship) or not.. 

If the answer is in positive, relation is accepted between them: If not; the 

sentences cannot provide the desired meaning due to the lack of vacakatva 

(expressive character) of the worlds. In fact, Dharmaraja Adhvarindra has 

accepted the meaningfulness of the sentences, which entails the existence 

of relation in them. Hence, the definition of nirvikalpaka perception as 

formulated by the Advaitins is hardly adequate. At least this type of definition 

fails to justify a nirvikalpaka- cognition. 

Two types of perception, apart from the previously mentioned one are 

Jivas8ksf .In the same way, the consciousness qualified by maya. is called . . 

-1' - - • • / 

Jsvara or God (mayavacchinnam caitanyam paramesvar~). When the same 
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maya remains as a limiting adjunct (upadhi)) it is cafled witness in-God· 

{iSvarasakii) .·Though the distinction ·between a visesana and upadhi has ·. 
' - . ' . . . - . . . . . 

been shown clearly, it.is very difficult to understand the exact position with 

the sense-organs. Whether inner sense-orgari or antahkarana remains in 
. - . . . 

an individual being as an adjunct or limiting adjunct is very difficult to know. 

In the same ~. the position· or status of maya in COnsciousness ( caitanya) 

cannot be known with the help of reasons. Without the help of intuition it is 

very difficult to ~ave an idea about the status ofniind in an individual being 

or the status of maya in a Consciousness. It needs vision to know the same. 

If these are known transcendentally, are they called the forms of perception 
. ~- - - -; - . 

? The phenomena of Jivasaksiand /svarasaksiare more metaphysical in . . 
character than epistemological. Hence, the Advaitins cannot do 'pure 

epistemology' without the help of metaphysics. 
. "'-

In connection with the immediate awareness (aparok~ajnana) 
(' - . 

DljarmarajaAdhvarindra has pointed out that such perceptual awareness 

may sometimes arise from the testimony also, which is called perceptual 
. . 

. . . ,._ . 

cognition generated through verbal testimony (sabdajanyapratyak~a). 

It has been argued by the Advaitins that, when an individual·comes 

to an awareness of his happiness through the utterance of the sentence

'you are happy' (tvam suk~ by somebody else, would it be.considered as 

perceptual ? The answer is·in the positive, as it is alwaY's desiredby the· 

Advaitins. They have put forward an example of perceptu.al awareness 

through some testimonical cognition. The story regarding this goes as 

follows. Ten persons were crossing a river together. The leader of the team, 

after crossing the river, was trying to ascertain whether all the persons have, 

crossed the river or not. Everytime he is finding nine persons through sincere 

counting. They were apprehending some mishap on the riVer where one of 

the passanger may have died. After sometime an individual came ferward 

to the person who was counting and asked whether he had counted himself. 

Ultimately the person pointed him out as the tenth person and said -'you 

are the tenth' (dasamastvamasi)1. Through this the leader had an 

awareness that he is the· tenth. This is no doubt perceptual which is. 
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generated through the utterance of the sentence~ by somebody else. . 

·· · ActJ.JaJfy this type of awareness suggests a greatdomain of the Advaita . 

philoSOphy. To the Advaitins an individual being is always free, but he does 

not know it. When it is pointed out that he is free from suffering through the 
. ·. . , - . . . . 

injunction of the 5astra or Agam a or through srav~a (hearing), manana 

(reflection) and nididhyasana (meditating), he suddenly sees himself free .. 

This freedom is not new to him, but it is acquirement of which is alreadY 

. acquired (praptasya prapti~). A person's liberation or free is not at all a new 

achievement, but awareness of something which is already known. This 

knowing of the known is possible through the testimonial statement as found ' 

in different Sruti. The function of the testimony in the form of again a is to 

make someone aware about his own position and status. It provides the 

true picture of human being like his freedom etc about which he did not know. 

Hence, perception in the field of freedom or liberation is generated through 

the agamic statement, which is very much significant in Indian Philosophical 

systems. 

It has been said by the Advaitins that in the piece of cognition :

'surabhi candanam'(sandal wood is fragrant), the cognition of sandaJ wood 

is perceptual, but the cognition of fragrance (sourabha) is not, as it is. not 

capable of being visualised due to not having the criterion-yogyatva i.e. 

capability of being visualised.2 As the fragrance has no capability of being 

perceived it is not perceptual, but it is inferential. The Naiyayikas ·prefer to ' . . 
1\r. 

call it an extra-ordinary or super-norm aJ perception called jnanaJak~al!a i.e. 

perception of something through other cognition. As soon as a $andal wood 

is known, it is known as having fragrance quickly due to having their 

invariable association. The cognition of fragrance comes to our awareness 

so spontaneousfy that we do not think that fragrance and sandal wood are. 

different in nature. As if sandalwood and fragrance are at the same time. 

That is why, it (the cognition of fragrance) is given a status of perception 

which is of supernormal type due to not having the contact of the sense

organ with the· object (inJiyarthasannikarsa). 
A . 
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The Advaitins do not find any justification in admitting the cognition of 

. ·. fragrance . as perceptual. of supernormal nature, because the object 

.. (fragrance }.has no capability of being. perceived due to the lack of yo~atva 
· here. Hence, there is no pOssibility of considering it as a case of perception.· 

It is better arid it comes under the _law ofpersimony (laghava) if it is accepted 

as inferential due to having inferential character in it. The cognition of 

sandalwood is takenas the probans or hetu through which the fragrance is 
. -- . . 

inferred. In the same way, the cognitions like- 'Ice looks cold' 'fire looks hot' 

can be justified as perceptual so far as 'Ice' and 'Fire' are coneerned and 

inferential so far as the facts of being cold and hot are concerned. 

It has been stated in the Veaantaparibh~a that our inner organ 

(antahkarana), after issuing from our body with the help of sense-brgan, . . 
goes ·-out of the body and assumes the form of an object just !_ike. a liquid 

entity. This activity is essential for having a perceptual cognition particularly 

in the context of AdvaitaVedanta. It may be argued by the Of)ponents that 

how an inner organ or antahkarana can go to the place where the object 
. . . . " ' -

exists and assumes in form of the same.3 How can it be imagined as having 

the property of liquidity? The reply can be given in the following manner. 

The phenomenon of going out of the inner organ is a metaphorical expression. 

It does not literally mean that an inner organ (antahkarana) covers the space . . . 

· to reach the place where the object exists. It does not mean that an 

antahkaranarealiy moves- because movement presupposes its activity. In . . . 

fact an iner organ can revealthose objects that are in contact with the sense-· 
. ' 

organs. If an object exists beyond the reach of the sense-organ, it is not 

perceptible. These are excluded by the terms- 'yogyatva'and 'bartamanatva' 

incorpbrated as adjuncts of an object. 4 Hence it is the function of the 

antahkarana to reveal those that are in proximity with the sense-organs. From . . 
this it is certain that mind or anta!Jkara/}a does not go to ,the object far awClt} 

from the knower so that it has to cover some space, which is possible if and 

only if it has. movement as a quality. So the so called movement of 

antahkaranais nothing but linguistic play. I tis the secondary expression- as 
- . . -

it expresses the function in a metaphorical wcty. The phenomenon of the 
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assumption of the form of an object is'also metaphorJcal in the sense that it 

means that our mind takes the object as its content so that its awareness is · · 

possible accurately. A sense-organ~an1\ot reveal an object to the knowe-r if· 

mind is not associated with it.'Hence the mental mode (~rttJ) has to be formed 

with the help of inner organ. This mental mode cannot have a particular size' 

and shape as it depends on thase of. an object. In fact, mind has no size or 

shape of its own-as ot os a substratum. lt is imagined. by the philosophers 

that as if mind is taking the forms of the objects. ln. the imaginary eye of the 

philosopher it is nothing but a liquid substance. 'Otherwise, how can it be 

modified according to the shape of the object ? As mind involves such 

functions, itcannot be taken as atomic like the Naiyayikas. To the Advaitins 

it does not serve the function of a sense-organ, but it is considered as an 

inevitable factor of perceptual cognition. Without the. mental mode in the 

form of an object an object is not capable of being perceived. Hence vrttiis 
. ~ . -

the property of mind. Like vrttithere are various attributes like sha(le (hri), 

steadiness ( dhr~, respect (~raddha) etc which are associated with the mind. 
' ~~ . -
As an inner organ is_a possessor of attributes (dharm1) and capable of being 

transformed, it is called savayava (having some parts), but not niravayava 

(partless) as admitted by the Naiy'8ikas: Had it been partless in character, it 
. ~ - . 

would not have been trans.formed to a particular form Which is_ called 

modification. As it is -savaya:va. it m~y remain as a dharmi (possessor of 

· attrit>utes).5 Hence, the role of inner organ in the AdVaita theory of perception 

is unique and novel. in character. One problem may rem run unsolved if this 

view is taken for granted. The Naiyayikas have accepted the atomic character 

of mind~ account of the fact that it cannot reveal tWo objects sirrmltaneously 

(yugapajjliananutpattih manaso lingam). 6 . If the . atomic ch.aracter is not . ' 

accepted, it would point out the fact that it can reveal two or more objects at 

a time. But is it possible in the practical world? Our mind can reveal one 

object at a time which is quite natural. How do the Advaitins explain this fact 

? Dharmaraja AdhvarTndra might say that, when our mind assumes the form 

. of a jar, a jar alone is perceived, not a pot etc. Because under this situation. 

knower can have the cognition of a jar and consciousness in the form of a. 
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. jar. If a pot is the m attar of perception, our mind assumes the form of jar and 

its corresponding mental mode. The amalgamation of the consciousness in . 

the form· of the mental mode corresponding to a pot and consciousness in 

the form of a pot gives rise the perceptual cognition of a pot. Hence, there 

does not any question of simultaneous cognition of two objects. 
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